O'Neill's ADB Scandal
August úøùù
Peter O'Neill topples Somare as Prime Minister.
He was formerly Somare's Finance Minister.
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Septembe® úøùù
ADB agrees to finance two loans to PNG, planning to cover 90% of US$100m for
two Bridge Projects 1/along the Magi/Hiritano highway 2/ in WNB.
Hasan Masood is the ADB Mission Leader.
Octobe® úøùù - Wild Cat aÚoids liuidation
The Australian Gregory Forbes Bill becomes sole owner of Carson Pratt Services Ltd and
renames it Wild Cat Developments. He was director of the company since 1989. Since July 2011
the company is in liquidation. Court appointed liquidator James Kruse (Deloitte) notes poor
state of financial records: financial statements and annual returns have not been prepared
since 2004 in breach of law. Incurred huge losses of over K14m in 2009. Financial statements
prepared by Kruse show negative assets VS liabilities for 2009, 2010 and mid 2011. Company
avoids liquidation due to new contracts in oil & gas industry.
NoÚembe® úøùù - 9he tÛo loans
The two ADB loans are signed. The Implementation agency is the Department of Works.
The loans Anticorruption Policy states that DoW will establish a website where will be disclosed 'the audited
project financial accounts, project progress and procurement activities including the publishing of shortlists, invitation for bids and contract awards.' A loan condition is that 'contracts, project accounts and
financial statements will be independently audited and forensic audits will be conducted of suspected
corruption cases.' The PNG Ombudsman 'may be called upon to investigate any irregularities or complaints.'
In terms of accountability, people who are 'adversely affected by the project may address complaints to ADB,
or request the review of ADB's compliance under the Accountability Mechanism.'
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Julá úøùú
Peter O'Neill is elected PM.
Decembe® úøùú
Bridge Design and and supervision contract worth over US$7m awarded to
Japanese Firm Chodai Co. Limited. ADB OAI later points to payments of
hundreds of thousands US$ worth of ineligible claims to Chodai.
úĀ Ma®ch úøùü to ùÿ Ap®il úøùü- 9he ADB 9ende®
The Invitation for bids for the WNB contract for 12 bridges opens on 28 March 2014, the same
day of its original submission deadline. The Tender is changed 6 times:
25 February: 'Changes to section 2 Bid data sheet and Section 3 evaluation criteria.'
27 February: 'Change to ITB 13.4 on alternative technical solutions.'
5 March: 'Change to submission deadline from 28 March to 18 April.'
17 March: 'Change to submission deadline from 18 April to 22 April.'
24 March: 'Final change submission to deadline from 22 April to 17 April.'
9 April: 'Change in BOQ line item (bid of quantities).'
3 out of total of 10 bidders are notified at later date than others.
DoW fails to specify required financial resources requirements as required by ADB Policy.
No basis for assessment of bidders' financial resources - ADB PNG Mission failed to detect it.
The Technical Evaluation Committee (TEC) use the bidders own assessments.
TEC did not have a member with financial expertise to evaluate financial capacity of bidders.
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Changes at Wild Cat DeÚelopments Limited
6 January 2014: IPA doc shows Peter O'Neill acquired WCD through LBJ
Investments Ltd from Gregory Forbes Bill. Share Transfer document lodged with
IPA on 27 February 2014, but not registered before 2 September 2014 after the bid
closed. O'Neill's ownership remains hidden from public until that date.
While the Australians Ken Harvey and John Beattie are newly appointed
directors, Forbes Bill remains a director on IPA docs but leaves his General
Manager position to the Australian Tom Derby.
Ken Harvey is the manager of O'Neill's Remington Group of companies and also a
director in Air Niugini among many other interests.
John Beattie is a manager of the Pacific Legal Group, a law-firm formerly heavily
implicated in the NPF scandal under its former name Carter Newell and its
association with Jimmy Maladina. Beattie and Harvey also become directors in
South West Air - WCD's subsidiary with Bill also remaining as director in IPA
docs.
Ap®il úøùü - Wild Cat / Golding 's Bid
Wildcat and the Australian company Golding partner for the WNB Bridge Tender bid
under a Joint Venture (WGJV) . ADB Anticorruption Policy 'may have been violated.'
Wild Cat was an unqualified bidder. It submitted inconsistent financial data not
substantiated by financial statements (FS): 'potential misrepresentation.'
With its bid, Wild Cat submitted unaudited FS for 2009, 2010 and mid 2011 all showing
negative net worths instead of the required audited FS for 2011, 2012, 2013 with
positive net worth for the last year.
Two versions of the Bid Evaluation Report (BER) were submitted to ADB Resident
Mission with different recommendations. Second and Final version recommending
Wildcat Golding JV done without consulting supervision consultant on changes (a TER
Member) and with forging of a signature, identical on both documents.
ADB's no objection to the BER recommendation is 'not justified.'
BER inconsistent evaluation of WGJV's qualification with equipment, key personnel
and work experience: judged compliant while it was not. Average construction
turnover requirement cannot be assessed. WGJV did not provide any amount for the
contract's financial requirement.
úý June úøùü
Golding PNG Limited is registered in PNG after the tender closed. Its directors
are the Australians Geoff Caton and Jefferey Whiteman and the Papua New
Guinea Kali Linus Sete. Local entity owned by the Australian company
Golding Contractors Pty Ltd. Caton is its CEO.
Golding PNG between June 2014 and December 2017 declared to the IPA
operating with 1 full time employee and no part time. It traded with liabilities
well above its assets, showing great financial difficulties.
úú Julá úøùü
South West Air is acquired by Peter O'Neill from Gregory Forbes Bill through a complex
and unusual mechanism. The documents are lodged by Beattie. They are stamped by
the IPA registrar in July 2014, but again the transfer is not registered by the IPA before 9
March 2016.
The company is acquired from Bill by Remington Limited. O'Neill and Harvey have been
directors in the latter since 2000-2001 but its shares have remained owned by the
Australian company Baradeen Holdings Pty Limited (to this day) - a Sydney based
company entirely owned by the Australian John Cameron Wallace and his family. IPA
records show Remington Limited became indebted and insolvent in 2003, and the next
year its 'business' was acquired by O'Neill's private company Remington Technology
Limited - but not its shares which remained with Baradeen. The Remington Limited
entity became progressively an empty shell with K10,000 assets. It is this empty shell,
Australian owned on paper, that acquired SWA through a share transfer from Bill.
úā August úøùü
Peter O'Neill comes under fire in Parliament over a contract attributed to WCD
by the OK Tedi Development Foundation at the end of 2013 for the building of a
bridge in the Western Province. He declares the arrangement was in place
before OK Tedi's nationalisation, but reveals regarding WCD and SWA "I have a
shareholding in that company for many years,' despite IPA records telling
otherwise. He further adds "we understand conflicts of interest very well. I
think it is becoming too low to go and play politics at that level."
Septembe® úøùü - A neÛ ADB Bid fo® WGJV
WGJV unsuccessfully bid for the K80m Ramazon Hydro project in Bougainville - another
ADB project. Wildcat again misrepresents the company's historical financial data,
wrongly asserting full and audited financial statements were included in bid submission.
ùþ Decembe® úøùü - 9he ADB Cont®act Signatu®e
The Wildcat Golding Joint Venture is awarded the contract to build 12
bridges in WNB. The contract is worth between US$25.3m (the OAI report)
and nearly US$33m (other official ADB docs). WCD boasts of a contract
valued at PGK85m, close to the US$32m mark.
The contract is signed by Michael Ogio on behalf of
State and Jefferey Whiteman and Michael
Guthridge on behalf of the JV. It is witnessed by
the WNB Governor Sasindran Muthuvel and ADB
Country Director Marcelo Minc.

9he B®idge Wo®ks
úú Decembe® úøùü - Business Name Regist®ation
The Business Name 'Wildcat Golding Joint Venture,' is incorporated with IPA after the contract
was awarded. It is owned by Wildcat and Golding PNG Ltd. A similarly named JV was registered
but quickly cancelled in December 2014. Its business activity is due to start on 23 January 2015.
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Janua®á úøùý - Conflict of Inte®ests
Robert Rinker is awarded a US$ 401,445 contract as 'Project Implementation Specialist' for the
bridge projects, with serious discrepancies in selection process and subsequent payments.
The same day, Hasan Masood, who was the Head of the Project Administration Unit at the ADB
Pacific Department, and who was in charge of the processing, implementation and supervision
of the bridge project as well as another big ADB funded project on the Highlands Highway
before he retired, is awarded a contract by DoW worth US$ 187,440 as 'project implementation
advisor' of the Highlands Highway Project in breach of ADB Policy on conflicts on interests.
ú Janua®á úøùý - 9he Wildcat ANZ Loan
Wildcat registers a loan from ANZ for unknown amount. The Deed of charge is executed
by Beattie but the charge remains undeclared on any subsequent annual returns.
úü Feb®ua®á úøùý - WGJV Wo®ks Sta®t in WNB
The completion of the 12 bridges in West New Britain is scheduled for completion
by February 2017.
Fi®st Violation - AdÚance Paáment
WGJV is paid a 20% advance payment justifying the need 'for quick mobilization,' and
'to cover the cost of mobilization and transportation due to the locations of the
bridges.' The contract only allowed a 10% advance. The payment was 'not
appropriately substantiated.' It was not covered by a contract variation and
'diminished the transparency of the contract and implementation.'
DoW had advised WGJV they would get the 20%.
The payment was processed by ADB's Controller's Department based on the ADB
Resident Mission update of the Procurement Contract Update Sheet (PCUS). The ADB
PNG Mission issued the PCUS without the variations documents agreed with WGJV, in
violation of ADB's Project Administration Instruction. The ADB Resident Mission did not
follow up with DoW on the issuance of the WGJV contract variation.
This laxity in the ADB PNG Mission 'exposed the Project to the risk of increased
irregularities' during implementation.
DoW's Violation of Loan Ag®eement
ADB's financing was done through direct payment. The 10% counterpart funding from
the PNG government was deposited on a account that had been used for another past
ADB project. Until 2015, DoW did not maintain separate project accounts for the bridge
project. Moreover audits were done only on the PNG government counterpart funds.
This was 'a violation of the Loan Agreement' and diminished 'the transparency and
accountability of the Project.'
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Janua®á úøùþ - Anothe® conflict of inte®est
DoW hires a consultant (unknown name) to handle the financial management and disbursements of the
Bridge Projects and the Highlands Highway Project. He was a former consultant to the Filipino company
Renardet SS Consulting Engineers that received payments for the Highlands Highway - being in charge of
the supervision, maintenance and improvement- and the consultant was therefore in a conflict of interest.
DoW's handling of that conflict is 'weak.' On 18 occasions withdrawals from Renardet are not supported.
ÿ Ma®ch úøùþ to ù Ap®il úøùþ
The ADB office of Anti Corruption and Integrity (OAI) visits PNG to assess the Bridge
Projects.
They published two redacted reports, hiding names of individuals and companies, in
August 2017, based on that visit and follow up with DoW and ADB PNG Mission. One of
these reports focuses on the West New Britain Britain Project and is alarming
concerning WGJV.
They uncover that as of February 2016, 60% of the WGJV contract had been paid for
less than 10% of the work done. Partial works had only started on 3 out of 12 bridges.
DoW appears to have exaggerated the works progress in its project reports and the
award of the WGJV contract may have violated its Anticorruption Policy.
They estimate then that collectively (the WNB project + the Hiritano/Magi), '$48.7 million of contracts
are vulnerable to Project loss.' But 'the potential amount of Project loss only includes the values of
the contracts affected. The full financial impact of irregularities may be difficult to identify and
quantify since this also includes costs of implementation delays, increased monitoring and review,
foregone benefit from use of the Project outputs, and other variables.'
It is the third time such a project review is done in PNG by the ADB OAI, following two in 2006 and
2010. The findings are recurrent with 'the non-compliance with ADB Procurement Guidelines,
evaluation irregularities, deficiencies in disbursements processes (i.e., unsubstantiated claims),
delays in project implementation, and records management issues.'

O'Neill's Eàit
ùø Ma®ch úøùþ - Bill leaÚes Wild Cat
Days after the arrival of the ADB Anticorruption team, Gregory Forbes Bill leaves Wildcat
as a director after 27 years. He signs a notice ending his directorship on 10 March,
which is lodged by Beattie with the IPA on 23 March and registered the same day.
He leaves the directorship of South West Air the same way, after 25 years at SWA.
úü Ma®ch úøùþ - O'Neill's NeÛ Business Pa®tne®
Peter O'Neill becomes involved in business with the Australian multimillionaire Sir
Theophilus Constantinou through the 'rental activities' venture Webb Street
Apartments Ltd. O'Neill owns 50% through Bluehaven No. 41 Ltd, Constantinou owns
25% through Monier Allied Products Ltd. The last associate (25%) is the Australian
Ingrid Richardson through Sumbiripa Ltd.
ùþ Maá úøùþ - O'Neill sells off Insu®ance Pa®tne®s
O'Neill and his private accountant and business partner Joseph Kup - a man heavily
implicated in the NPF scandal - sell off their stakes (53% in total) in the company
Insurance Partners (PNG) Limited to Theophilus Constantinou (from LBJ Investments
Ltd to Iaraguma Ltd). Insurance Partners specializes in 'government business.'
Maá úøùþ - Site Úisits
DoW and the ADB PNG Mission visit the bridges sites. An engineer working for the OAI
meets up with DoW, which reports progress and the fact that WGJV was about to reach
an agreement with 'an experienced sub-contractor,' to work on 4 of the 12 bridges.
ý to ùû Julá úøùþ - Disbu®sements Suspension
On the OAI's advice, the ADB Pacific Department suspends disbursements to the WGJV
project for a week. It is lifted with remedial actions: disbursements of labour and
material resources, the hiring of additional international staff to expedite the
implementation, the hiring of 'an experienced sub-contractor' on 4 bridges, and DoW's
engagement of 2 project engineers deployed to West New Britain. DoW is in charge of
monitoring WGJV's resources and works progress against a recovery plan. The OAI
noted the discovery of the slow progress of works 'exposed the Project to risk of loss
of project funds especially if the contractor further delays the works or at worst,
abandons the project.'
ùÿ August úøùþ - WCD's plans fo® eàpansion
Tom Derby, who from General Manager became Wild Cat's CEO in January 2015, tells the Asia
Outlook Magazine that beyond the current ADB contract for the 12 bridges, 'We are also
bidding on other ADB-funded road projects in Southern Highlands and hope to pick up at least
one; while we also hope to be involved in the K170 million Halimbu-Kelabo road project in
Hela Province which is due to kick-off shortly.' He continues: 'Wild Cat Developments is
pursuing work that is not directly or completely funded by the Government; for example, ADB,
JICA or World Bank funded projects and/or privately funded projects. We are also working
with foreign companies who have access to foreign soft loan facilities and who supply – for
example – bridge structures and pavement stabilising compounds.' (...) '2015 was a year of
substantial expansion for the Company.' (...) 'Ambitions for the next period of Company
development include revenue growth of between 20 and 50 percent on 2015’s figures.'
úþ Septembe® úøùþ - Full Stop on B®idges Wo®ks
Wildcat and Golding fully stop works on the 12 West New Britain bridges 'due to
contractual, financial and technical reasons,' says DoW. The full stop is followed by a
partial stop from 4 November to 26 January 2017.
ùü Octobe® úøùþ - O'Neill sells Wild Cat
Peter O'Neill sells off Wild Cat Developments to Constantinou's Iaraguma Ltd, who
renames the company Construction and Procurement Services Ltd. The transfer
document is lodged by Beattie and IPA registered on 14 October, for a transfer date on 15
September 2016. Beattie and Harvey cease to be directors of WCD.
During O'Neill's ownership, they never filed any annual returns. Annual returns dating
as far back as 2012 are still missing.
ùþ Octobe® úøùþ - O'Neill sells South West Ai®
A Notice of share transfer is lodged to the IPA: Remington Ltd (still on paper owned by
the Australian Baradeen) sells all its shares to Constantinou's Iaraguma Ltd, for a
similar transfer date to WCD that would have occurred on 15 September 2016. Beattie
and Harvey resign as directors.
During O'Neill's ownership, they never filed any annual returns. Annual returns dating
as far back as 2012 are still missing.
HoÛ Maná mo®e ADB Cont®acts fo® the PM áea®s?
Michael Guthridge was a Senior Project Manager at Wild Cat Developments from March 2014, and became its
General Manager in January 2016 until August 2017. At all times the company was owned by the PM. He signed
the WNB ADB Bridge contract for the company. About his period as GM, he writes in Linkedin 'revenues
doubled then tripled in consecutive years to now exceed $50m.' The company peaked at '21 concurrent
projects.' (...) 'In 2016 I became acting General Manager and sought to develop the backend of the business
which had become incapable of meeting the demands of the current project workload.' For his period as
Senior Project Manager (March 2014 - February 2016) he lists the Ialibu to 7 Corner Road sealing of 17 km as
another $25m contract done for the ADB. He also lists having worked on the 'Pangia Airport D&C greenfield
airport,' for the National Airports Corporation under a $30m contract. Works on Airports around PNG are
financed through ADB loans (among others). IPA records also show Peter O'Neill as a caretaker shareholder
for the National Airports Corporation between March 2012 to December 2015.
ùÿ Octobe® úøùþ - ADB p®aises GoÚ Loan Reco®d
Following the recent signing of a new K364.83 million loan (part of an ADB loan facility
worth US$400m or K1.116 billion), the ADB PNG Country Manager, Marcelo Minc tells PNG
media of the ADB's confidence in the PNG Government's management of its loans. "We
will not give funds if the state of implementation is not satisfactory," Minc said.

Janua®á úøùÿ - WGJV Cont®act is fullá suspended
The ADB Pacific Department estimates the total physical progress as of January 2017
at 65% against 77.5% of disbursements, a figure likely close to US$25.4m.
DoW's own assessments in its own reports provide a different assessment of
completion at same date ranging between 30% to 58%.

In millions PGK
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úĀ Octobe® úøùþ - Violations of loan ag®eement
The Auditor General (AG) sends the ADB PNG Mission audits of the accounts for the
bridge project end year 2015 on two accounts: one allegedly containing the ADB's
financing, the other containing the Government's counterpart. The mission forwards it
to the OAI team who uncover that it is an 'unqualified' and 'questionable' opinion: the AG
states the ADB Imprest account 'gives a true and fair view of the receipts collected and
payments made,' while such an imprest account does not exist says the OAI.
The audited Financial Statements also contained deficiencies: they only covered the
counterpart funds and 'did not include ADB's loan and its utilization,' - where 90% of the
money came from - in violation of the loan agreement.
DoW attempted to defend the government arguing the ADB would have told them 'not to
submit the ADB-financed component of the Project for PNG's auditing purposes.' The ADB
PNG Mission told the OAI that there was 'no official document to substantiate' DOW's
response.'

June úøùÿ - 9he Missing Annual Retu®ns
Between June 2017 and August 2018, Constantinou files to the IPA the missing
annual returns for Wild Cat Developments and South West Air, including the
O'Neill years of 2014, 2015 and 2016, during the ADB WNB bridges contract. They
paint the picture of companies that have done extraordinarily well under the
75
Prime Minister's ownership.
Wild Cat Developments went from a mere net worth value (assets minus
50
liabilities) of K1.5m in 2013 - the year prior O'Neill's acquisition - to nearly K31m
under his ownership for the year 2016 (and even culminating at K37,2m in 2015).
25
With the PM, its assets have more than doubled compared to 2013.
Its return for 2013 - the year preceding the WNB Bridge Contract - indicates it was
0
operating that year with no employees.
2012 2014 2016
2013 2015 2017 In 2017, now under Constantinou's ownership, the declared net worth value is
half what it was worth under the Prime Minister, down to K15,4m. Its assets have
Assets
Liabilities
also halved compared to O'Neill's ownership period.
Net
SWA's records tell a similar tale. Its declared net worth value in 2013, prior to the
PM's acquisition was at K5,4m, while it jumped to K18,4m the following year, and
was at K14,5m in 2016, the year the company was sold to Constantinou.
The 2017 tax return now shows a mere K4,1m of net worth value, with assets that
have more than halved, down from over K40m in 2016 to K17m in 2017.
August úøùÿ - WCD and SWA Offices Bu®nt DoÛn
Following the 2017 elections, angry crowds burnt down offices and vehicles belonging to Wildcat and South
West Air in Mendi , as well as damaged offices of the National Broadcasting Corporation, Air Niugini and the
Department of works. "The Wildcat office is is down to ashes," says Mendi Acting Station Commander.
August úøùÿ - Golding is bought bá NRW
The Australian company is acquired by NRW. NRW flags in an acquisition report its 'acquisition
risks,' and states: 'Golding is currently a party to a joint venture which is contracted to
perform certain works for the Government of Papua New Guinea. Whilst the parties are in
discussions regarding the termination of this contract and dissolution of the related joint
venture, these contracts remain on foot. It is not part of NRW's current strategy to pursue
business opportunities in this region and thus NRW will continue to look to resolve these
arrangements although there can be no guarantee that this will be achieved in timely manner
or on terms favourable to NRW.'
Decembe® úøùÿ - WGJV Cont®act is cancelled
The Wild Cat / Golding Joint venture Contract financed by the ADB and PNG
government is officially terminated.
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úú June úøùĀ - Chinese Cont®act Replaces WGJV
An ADB 'follow on' contract worth US$ 14,328,422 is awarded to the Chinese State Owned
company China Jiangsu International ETCG Limited for the WNB 12 bridges project. The tender
is not available on the ADB website, despite a loan condition stipulating that any contracts
above US$ 3m must be procured through an International Competitive Bidding.
Adding the payments made to WGJV and China Jiangsu , the bridge works ended up costing
the tax payer US$39.79 million; US$6.9m more than the original contract value.
The Chinese company has several peculiar particularities. It has been blacklisted by the
World Bank in 2014 for 'a repeated pattern of misconduct by submitting fraudulent
documentation.' In PNG, the head ot its operations is the Chinese Haozhong 'Meck' Luo. He is
also the majority shareholder in its local PNG venture. When Jimmy Maladina - allegedly the
Prime Minister O'Neill 'chief advisor.' - faced the barrel of 8 years in prison in 2015, for his role
in the NPF scandal, it is Luo, through his company Isles Builders and Contractors, who paid
the State K2.65 million in restitution on Jimmy Maladina's behalf. After reviewing mitigating
circumstances, including the restitution payment, the National Court instead placed
Maladina on a two year good behaviour bond.
Sources: Publicly available ADB, DOW and IPA documents and media reports.

